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Elliott Releases Casino Track, a New Solution that Increases Security by Instantly
Identifying a Barred Player Attempting to Enter a Gambling Area.
Casinos and other gambling institutions can now identify barred players as soon as they enter
their facility using Elliott’s new Casino Track Identification & Verification Solution. With a simple
scan of a player’s ID, personnel are able to identify a barred player within seconds.
St. Louis, MO June 1, 2011 - Elliott Data Systems, Inc., an expert in the development and
integration of the Mobile Solutions™ line of identification and accountability solutions, released
their new Casino Track solution today. The primary purpose of the Casino Track solution is to
provide gambling institutions the ability to alert casino personnel of barred players attempting to
gain access to gambling areas. Casino Track is a simple way for casinos and other gambling
institutions to save money by avoiding large fines issued by the state Gaming Commission and
increase security by quickly gathering player information and verifying their status as a barred
player.
Casino Track is a software solution that uses SmartReg to scan a patron’s driver’s license or
state issued ID to instantly gather information, check the data against self exclusion lists such as
the state gaming board self-exclusion list, local permanent or temporary barred lists, and verifies
on screen whether or not the person is a barred player. With the swipe of an ID, casino personnel
are able to gather player data, identify their age and alert them of barred patrons trying to enter
the facility within seconds. Casino personnel are also able to perform manual searches and view
a complete list of barred players.
Casino Track can verify barred player information listed on multiple databases available. A
Casino may want to verify a player against a local list they maintain or may include a state-wide
self-exclusion list maintained by their state Gaming Commission. Many states have a selfexclusion program that allows problem or pathological gamblers to voluntarily place themselves
on a barred list. This state program is an external tool used by problem gamblers to prevent them
from entering a casino and aiding their addition. Failure by the casinos to uphold the regulations
of this state program may result in hefty fines or penalties issued by the state Gaming Board.
The Casino Track Solution is now available to purchase through Elliott Data Systems or a number
of business partners located throughout the United States. Elliott and their Certified Solution
Partners are trained and certified to provide professional services including consultations, user
training and technical support for Elliott Mobile Solutions such as Casino Track. Elliott is a
member of the Identification Systems Group (ISG), a nationwide network of local experts who
provide identification solutions and technical service. To learn more, contact Jason Rezabek,
Mobile Solutions Sales Manager 1-888-345-8511 jrezabek@elliottdata.com or visit
www.elliottmobilesolutions.com to find a Certified Mobile Solutions Provider near you.
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